P E R F E C T D AY
Summer styles ideal for concert season, modeled by
indie-pop badass Bethany Cosentino of Best Coast
BY LISA BUTTERWORTH // PHOTOGRAPHED BY ANNABEL MEHRAN
STYLED BY MARISSA PEDEN // HAIR BY BRIAN FISHER // MAKEUP BY LUCY HALPERIN
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VINTAGE JACKET; AMERICAN APPAREL BODYSUIT
AND SOCKS, AMERICANAPPAREL.NET; WILDFOX
SHORTS, WILDFOX.COM; IWONA LUDYGA NECKLACE, IWONALUDYGADESIGN.COM; UNEARTHEN
RING, SEEUNEARTHEN.COM; VINTAGE SKATES.
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H&M ROBE, HM.COM;
WILDFOX SWIMSUIT; IWONA LUDYGA NECKLACES.
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CELINE CARDIGAN, CELINE.COM; WILDFOX
ROMPER; IWONA LUDYGA NECKLACE; DOLCE
VITA SHOES, DOLCEVITA.COM.
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VINTAGE JACKET; AMERICAN APPAREL BODYSUIT
AND SOCKS; WILDFOX SHORTS; IWONA LUDYGA
NECKLACE; UNEARTHEN RING.
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ULLA JOHNSON DRESS, ULLAJOHNSON.COM;
STYLIST’S OWN NECKLACE; UNEARTHEN
BRACELET.
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OR BETHANY COSENTINO, this might
just be the year of the woman. It’s kind
of destined, the 28-year-old Best Coast
singer, guitarist, and songwriter tells me.
“My best friend gave me a tarot reading
in February and it was all about having a self-discovery thing happen,” she
says. “And about women playing a really important
role in my career.” So far, the cards are right. This
BUST fashion story was shot by a woman, Annabel
Mehran, which Cosentino appreciates. “[With male
photographers] it’s always like, ‘Can you look more
sexy?’” she says when we sit down to chat after the
last shot of the day. “It’s like, ‘Can you just not
fucking tell me what to do?’”
Her new rose-filled, hazy daydream of a video for
“Heaven Sent”—the second single off Best Coast’s
new album California Nights, which she’s on tour
for now—was also co-directed by a woman, Lana

“ I feel like I’ve really

come into myself as
a person, as an artist,
and as a woman.”

Kim, and by Cosentino herself, as part of the whole
self-discovery thing. “With this record I feel like
I’ve really come into myself as a person, as an artist, and as a woman,” Cosentino says, adjusting her
dark-framed “serious interview” glasses. It’s a long
way from how she felt in 2009, when she dropped
out of college in New York, returned home to Los
Angeles where she grew up, and was paying rent
by working a retail job at Lush and selling vintage
clothes online. It was then that she decided to go
back to making music, which she’d been doing
since she was a teenager, singing at a local coffee
shop’s karaoke night, going to shows at downtown
L.A.’s legendary punk venue The Smell, and playing drone-y noise music with her first band, Pocahaunted. She partnered up with Bobb Bruno, who
became the other half of Best Coast. And with the
release of their first album, 2010’s Crazy For You,
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they kicked off the girl-group-inspired trend that
swept indie music, riding a wave of fuzzy, jangly
rock about sunshine and crushes and millennial
ennui all the way to mainstream success.
But living life as music’s “next big thing” hasn’t
always been easy. “A woman does a lot of growing between her early to late 20s you know? And
to experience that in the spotlight has been a very
bizarre experience,” she says. “Over the last couple
of years, I’ve been my own worst enemy, doubting
myself artistically, especially as a songwriter.” But
something shifted with California Nights. “When
we made this record, I made a conscious decision
to say, ‘I’m not going to take that bullshit into the
studio. I’m going to try really hard to leave it at the
door and then go in and just do my thing.’ It was
more Zen, and I know that’s really cheesy, but it’s
the truth. I’m really happy to be in the place that I
am now.”
The place she’s in now is pretty darn good. At
SXSW she met one of her heroes, Julia LouisDreyfus (“I was just like, this is ‘the moment’ for
me,” she says). And several days before our chat,
she performed “Don’t Worry Baby” onstage in L.A.
with one of her musical inspirations, the Beach
Boys’ Brian Wilson. Afterward, she snapped a photo of her dad backstage with Jenny Lewis, which
she later texted to the singer because they’re cool
like that. Except Cosentino doesn’t think about
herself that way. “I have never considered myself
to be cool, and I think that’s why I am OK with
very openly talking about being into things that
aren’t cool,” she says, using her fingers to make
air quotes, after mentioning that her new album
has a bit of a Sugar Ray feel to it. “That’s always
been our vibe, to just be who we are and not wear
any sort of mask. The Bethany you get onstage, on
Twitter, on Instagram, whatever, that’s really who
I am,” she says. “I hate phony bullshit, and being
in this industry is sometimes difficult, because so
many people are so fucking phony. But that just
inspires me to be more myself, and to encourage
my fans, especially young girls who are confused
about who they are, to just be themselves and to
be OK with that.”

FOR LOVE AND LEMONS DRESS, FORLOVEANDLEMONS.COM; CHASER COAT,
CHASERBRAND.COM.

